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Present a one of kind color display
TD1400 is designed for passenger car 
wireless tire pressure sensors.
Supports up to 5 tires, with a variety of 
pressure units, high quality require-
ments, monitor car battery voltage and 
spare tire pressure, appearance and high 
transmittance anti-scratch multi-lingual.
TD1400 with color TFT screen supports 
full wireless design, equipped with high-
accuracy, compact size sensors, so 
whether you are on the installation or use 
this device, are appropriate to meet your 
needs.

Multi-Lingual Car Battery Capacity Indicator
TFT LCD color screen

Flexible alarm setting, vivid icons to fulfill auto enthusiasm's needs.
TD1400 can simultaneously detect external car battery. 
Further improve driving safety, its simple and neat, also combine market 
trend and technology integration.
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Instant monitoring tire condition  Tire Cost Reduction
Driver Safety Enhanced  Improve fuel consumption



Sensor Transmitter:

Monitor Receiver:

Internal:External:
Frequency:  433.92MHz
Pressure range:  0 ~ 60PSI
Pressure tolerance:  ±1PSI
Temperature tolerance:   ±2℃
Operating voltage:  3V DC
Operating temperature:  -40℃~125℃
Dimensions:  Diameter 20.5mm x Height 22.1mm
Weight:  10g (±1)
Battery:  CR1632

Frequency:  433.92MHz
Operating voltage:  3V DC / 12V DC
Operating temperature:  -20℃~80℃
Dimensions:  63mm x 42.5mm x 20mm
Weight:  60g (±1)
Battery:  AAA 1.5V x2

Frequency:  433.92MHz
Pressure range:  0 ~ 60PSI
Pressure tolerance:  ±1PSI
Temperature tolerance:  ±2℃
Operating voltage:  3V DC
Operating temperature:  -40℃~125℃
Dimensions:   54.5mm x 24.5mm x 55.5mm
Weight:  29.5g (±1)
Battery:  CR1632 x2

BA C Multilingual Design
Built-in multi language.

Light and Compact (for external sensor)
Extremely lightweight and compact with specially 
designed wireless sensors.

Battery Powered
Battery powered LCD monitor and sensors.

Abnormal Pressure Warning
The LCD monitor will send an immediate warning 
if any tire is monitored and exceeds the pressure 
parameters that you chose to set.

Graphic Design Interface
TFT monitor displays tire pressure and temperature.

Accurate Tire Pressure Sensors
Pressure sensors is guarantee to ±1 PSI.

DIY In 3 Minutes (for external sensor)
It can be fully installed in around 3 minutes 
without any techincal knowledge.

Wireless and Cordless
Wireless sensor and LCD monitor ensure a quick 
and easy installation.

Anti-Theft Sensor Mounting Design
(for external sensor)
All electronic sensors can be locked in place to 
prevent theft.

Multinational Patents
The product has been patented in the US, EU, Taiwan, 
China etc. The patents cover PC board circuit and 
mechanical design. It is illegal to copy this product in 
any way without authorization. 

Tire Temperature Measurement
Electronic type temperature measurement 
accurate to ±2 ℃.




